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SALEM CHAPEL - 7:30PM
Hunslet Road, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS10 1JW.

JORDAN APPLESON

A JOURNEY THROUGH BIG DATA
Jordan takes us through his learnings of NoSQL databases, coming from a relational world. Mainly focusing on MongoDB but touching on technologies such as Hadoop and Cassandra.

LEE BROOK

AND WHY THAT'S NOT IMPORTANT.
Lee exposes the secret to productivity and efficiency by explaining how over thinking certain decisions is detrimental to getting things done.

MIKE TERZZA

STAYING MOTIVATED ON SIDE PROJECTS WITH TOUGH DEADLINES
Mike explains the key to keeping motivated when working on side projects for personal gain.

SPONSOR
BRIGHTBOX

22ND JULY
CHRIS COMPSTON

Chris talks about agile design and lessons learned during his time as a designer.
Jason talks about how psychology can influence design choices and how the end user, not the client, is always right.
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Announcing a brand new Hey!Stac, with a more logical structure to find the content that's relevant to you.

Since the very first event we've tried to create something that encapsulates the community in Leeds (and further afield), and we've been fortunate enough to have seen that grow into a series of talks spanning different industries and topics.

It's time to take it up a notch though, so with a years experience putting on events, we're relaunching the Hey!Stac brand, and introducing a new type of event to sit alongside talks.

Firstly, we've refreshed the site to make it easier to find content from previous events. On top of that, we're ensuring each event is followed by a recording and accompanying slide content. It will take time for richer content to be created, as we don't have to luxury of a time machine to begin filming a year ago, but bear with us whilst we populate the catalogue.

Secondly, we're introducing another type of event, "lectures". Lectures are less frequent events that will occur between normal events, most likely to be every third event. These will be focused interviews between two people, where the audience may pitch questions before the lecture. It will be a relaxed affair, covering a wide range of topics surrounding the
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(more information coming soon)
Thank you